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Tax havens: rules for foreign assets/profits disclosure. 

The Italian experience 
 
 

1) Country-by-country tax 

What does that mean? 
- tax haven 
- taxable activities country-by-country 
- transfer pricing 
- Panama paper leaks 
- Register Office for a Company  
- GDP (Gross domestic product) 
-  tax dodging 
 
After the WORD WAR II business developed over domestic boundaries. Links among Europe, 
USA and Far East became continuous and Companies began to choose the States where locate 
their Registered office. 
But, not always there is identity between R.O. and production site, i.e. the place where the 
Company holds its factory, has its employees and makes strategic decisions (opposite of country-
by-country tax). 

2) Business is business. Only one aim: profit 

-Why does a company separate R.O. place from production place? 
-Are Labor Costs per employee the same everywhere? 
-Are income tax rates levels the same everywhere? 
-What does jurisdiction mean? 
-Is jurisdiction the same, or similar, everywhere? 
Studies have reached the conclusion that both Companies or individuals pay attention on use of 
low-tax rules, low-regulation jurisdiction and low-cost labor. 
The Companies goal is to minimize their tax bills. 
So, for example, one Company settles a new factory in Albania or Turkey, because of public aids 
to built it; fixes its R.O. in Ireland, because of the low tax rate level and employees Chinese 
workers because of their very absent Workers’ Union rules. 

3) What Multinational Companies do to catch more and more profits? 

-What’s the meaning of “Multinational Companies”? 
-Are Amazon, Apple or Fiat Multinational Companies? 
-Where is their R.O.? 
-Do Facebook, Starbucks or Amazon pay more tax than their workers? 
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To reduce tax bills there are many bad practices. 
 

4) Bad Practices 
 

- Transfer pricing 

The Company creates a connection between its business operations, its value and the place 
where it keeps its books. 
A Company produces in Italy, but registers its sales in Ireland, where taxes are lower. 
A Company produces in France, sells its goods in Belgium, but meantime intermediates sales in 
Switzerland; 
these companies shift some of their profits from one jurisdiction, with high tax, to another lower-tax 
jurisdiction. 
 

- Jurisdiction choice 

The Companies settle their R.O. in a low-cost labor and law-regulation State to book their profits. 
They have their headquarters, factories and employees in a Country, but they pay taxes in 
another, where they are registered. 
The EU wants that Companies report profits, production, number of employees and financial 
information only to the register office tax Authority (i.e.: country-by-country reporting). 
 

- Tax havens 

The Companies settle their R.O. in a low-tax Country. 
The EU wants that also these Companies report their accounts and profits (also) to the country 
Authority where they make business. 
 

5) Tax-Dodging  

Both individual or Companies try to pay less taxes than they must. 
What’s the meaning of the following terms and are they legal or illegal? 
-tax avoidance 
-tax planning 
-tax evasion 

In other terms: what exactly is "tax-dodging"? 

Companies and individuals minimize the amount of tax they pay in numerous ways, some are 
legal, some are not. 

Tax avoidance is legal but means using tax laws in a way that was not intended when they were 
written. You're ok by the letter of the law if you're avoiding tax, but you're not playing fair. This 
casts tax planning as a battle of wits and your own conscience. 

Tax planning: Using rules set by government to do things we're supposed to do is tax planning. It 
is not just ok, but positively encouraged. That ranges from incentives to save for your retirement, 
to tax breaks that entice companies to invest. 
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Tax evasion Tax evasion is illegal. Evading tax is breaking the law to reduce your tax bill and it is 
a criminal offence. The UK tax authority - says it has taken on an extra 200 investigators since 
2010 and it prosecuted 1,165 people for tax evasion in 2014/15, up from just 165 in 2010/11.  

 
6) Italy 

Beginning from the seventies of last century the Italian Government worried about tax dodging. 
Since 1990, with the decree nr. 167/1990, defined also Law on the Monitoraggio (obligation of 
checking) rules have been introduced to control the property and financial operations realized 
toward foreign countries. 
In general, the Legislator has thought about effecting such control imposing obligations of 
declaration by individuals and Companies, limited and not limited liability, and those to them 
compared, residents in Italy, that hold, directly and/or indirectly, foreign investments or activity of 
financial nature and obligations of the notices from the financial intermediary that cooperate in 
foreign operations. 
To the first law on this theme further rules have been added, among which the “novella” introduced 
by art. 9, L. august 6 th 2013, n. 97 (i.e. European Law 2013) 
 

7) Legal obligations and criminal penalties. 
 

The lawyers and the accountants, together with the notaries, have remarkable obligations of 
information regarding their clients about their foreign operations and activities. 
These obligations concern all the defined subjects "resident natural person" for such intending 
individuals that spend the greatest part of the year (tax year) in Italy. 
Companies and the associations that have their principal object in the Italian territory or that have 
here their registered office are considered tax payers in Italy. 
All these subjects are requested to respect the obligations of control (Monitoraggio) and therefore 
both to declare to be owner or beneficiaries of financial operations or properties located in foreign 
Countries, both to signal to the competent authority, the agency of the Income, the Department of 
Internal Revenue and the Unit of Financial Information of the Bank of Italy. 
The activities object of declaration in the fiscal declarations (section RW) are both financial or 
patrimonial (assets). 
The financial activities nature concern purchase and sale of shares, of obligations, of precious 
metals and insurance policies negotiation. 
Patrimonial activities concern purchase and sale of real estate properties and artworks. 
The obligations of signaling shall be performed by intermediary as banks, insurance companies, 
fiduciary societies etc. lawyers, notaries, accountants and advisors and they have as object any  
transfer from / towards foreign countries of money, titles or other tools of payment superior to € 
15,000. 
The breach of the obligations of declaration is punished with a monetary sanction from the 3 up to 
15% of the amount of the assets held in the foreign countries non declared, in case it deals with 
investments in States of the White List, or from up 6 to 30% in those of the Black List, included 
Switzerland (26 cantons). 
The breach of the obligations of signaling or verification a noticing of the origin of the availability of 
the clients, always with respect to operations from and for the foreign countries superior to € 
15,000, is punished against lawyers, notaries and  accountants with a fine from € 2,600 up to € 
13,000, with also the imprisonment for the most serious cases. 
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8) Disclosure of the capitals and measures to the regularization of the financial and 
properties assets in foreign Countries. 
 

With the name of “remission” (condono) since the distant 1973 it has begun in Italy the season of 
the voluntary regularizations of the revenue until then hidden. 
Stuck 2,700,000 subjects entered in the first tax amnesty, with an income for Italy of 3 billion liras. 
After 10 years it was applied a second amnesty that allowed to regularize own fiscal position and 
to block every check pouring the 25% of the taxes of which to the preceding declarations. 
In 2001 it began the season of the fiscal “shields” (scudo), that, besides a reduction on the due 
taxes on non declared patrimonies, it allowed the anonymity and the secretiveness. The 
regularization cost was 2,5% of the declared patrimony. 
 

9) Italian tax havens 
 

In 2009 there was a second shield that cost 5%: in 2010 they have reentered in Italy 80 billions of 
euros of which 60 from Switzerland, 4 from Luxemburg, 4 from Monaco and 12 from other 
Countries. 
This season is concluded in 2015 with the voluntary regularization, better note as V.D. Voluntary 
Disclosure. 
The application forms have been 130,000 for 4 billions of euros of income. 
Altogether from the Lowland Padana very huge capitals amount went to Switzerland: 80 billions 
have returned in Italy only after the World War II. 
 

10) Italy and its enterprises  
 

Italy is an industrialized country. 
It is one of G20 States. 
Its GDP (Gross Domestic Product) is around 2,149 millions US dollars . 
 

 
 
Italian GDP is made by around four million enterprises. 
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According to the European Commission criteria for defining the size of a business, enterprises can 
be divided as follow. 
Company category Employees Turnover 
Large ≥ 250 units ≥ € 50 million 
Medium-sized ≤ 250 units ≤ € 50 million 
Small ≤ 50 units ≤ € 10 million 
Micro ≤ 10 units ≤ €  2 million 
 
How many are Italian enterprises and what’s the prevailing category in Italy? 
The Italian population is around 60 millions people, of which adults approximately are 50 millions. 
The number of the enterprises is around 4 millions. 
This number represents all Italian enterprises, both in individual form or enterprises structured in 
corporate form. 
Companies with a business volume over 3,000 millions of euro are only 22 (year 2012); those 
superior to 50 millions up to 3,000 millions about 15; those inferior are about 3800. 

 
 

 
I recently acquired in the Swiss confederation this figure: through four following voluntary 
disclosure (of the italian assets deposited in foreign banks), it is known that, from the Italian 
region, called Pianura Padana, moved to Switzerland after world war II more than 800 billions, 
because 80 billions of euros have come back from Switzerland after disclosure.  
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This figure is greate as around 10% of GDP (gross domestic product) of the whole Swiss 
Confederation. 

 
The cash flow exported in Switzerland comes from the north Italy based enterprises. 

 
 
 
Around half of V.D. came from Lombardy. 60 billions where located abroad: 70% in Switzerland, 
8% in Monaco, 4% in Bahamas and 18% in others countries.  

Lombardy has been the most generous Italian Region in exporting money. 

The same it seems to be the story of other European states where SME (medium size enterprises) 
are mostly located (see slide 15) 
 
Therefore here is the question: 

Voluntary disclosure, 130 thousands and 4 billions of tax income 
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from which category of the above mentioned Italian enterprises all those capitals have been 
produced (see point 10 above)? 
The Italian entrepreneurial structure is formed by small and medium-size enterprises. This kind of 
subjects belongs to the private economic initiative, protected by the article 41 of the Constitution, 
that statues “l’iniziativa economica privata è libera”, in English “the private economic initiative is 
free”. 
The medium size and the small enterprises still are the core and preponderant part of the Italian 
business economy. 
Being small and medium size enterprises and their management cost cutting orientated, this kind 
of structure have a huge ability to adapt its production in any market and to find new opportunity to 
make profits. 
All of this easily explains the export capacity of financial capital that occurred in almost half a 
century of subsequent activities after World War II and the attribution of the phenomenon mainly 
to small and medium size enterprises, real producer samples of cash flow. 
But, what can E.U. and Italy do to tackle SME Italian enterprises tax-dodging? 
I suggest to stop with tax shields and following UK example, to begin with new and severe check, 
so to reward honest enterprises for their good practice and to punish bad practice ones. 
 
 
 
 
 


